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The Kushner Immigration Plan…Betraying America, Again
Ted & Austin Radio Show Highlights--Immigration has exploded! Trump
does nothing! Sends troops to help migrants assimilate--Nero fiddles while
Rome burns--Mini sermon, must hear information on who we are as
Christians. How the transgender movement is demonic. This is a green
show!--Oregon goes full draconian on vaccines--We must stand against
evil! We are not born of a spirit of fear--Detailed rant on Facebook and the
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What IS Coming Is No Longer Coming, It Is Already Here
Democrats Running The White House: Kushner & Morgan Immigration
Masters
Q: How do you feel about President Trump's decision to hire Obama's
Amnesty supporting Border Chief Mark Morgan to run our US Immigration
& Customs Enforcement (ICE)?
Mr President – What Are You Waiting For? So far President Trump has
done NOTHING against this criminal action by Facebook, Twitter, Google
and except Tweet threats which do nothing! Google and Twitter laugh at
Trump because he’s all bark and no bite!

++ List of Current Event Prayer Points: Against the Forced Vaccination Mandates,
Historic Widespread Flooding in the USA, The Illegal Alien/Terrorist/ Embedded
Solider Caravans Coming up through the US southern border, Against the 5G
Rollout & the 20,000 Satellites to be Launched Sending Focused Beams of 5G &
6G Intense Microwave Radiation Over Entire Earth, For the New Zealanders
(especially the Christians) to wake up and push back against all their freedoms
being taken away, Against the slaughter of Christians worldwide, Against all the
witchcraft being done worldwide to perpetuate and bring in more evil, death and
destruction, Pray against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’ implementation, against the
plans & wickedness of high level politicians like Jared Kushner, Nancy Pelosi,
Chuck Schumer and Maxine Waters, For President Trump to do the right thing
and enact righteous laws and appoint righteous people, Against mandatory
vaccinations being implemented and that the truth would come out about them,
for the masses to get saved and have eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to
receive the truth, Against The Full Implementation of Real ID in 2020, Against the
South African Genocide of Whites, For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima
Nuclear Radiation Contamination, Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down
Worldwide, Stopping the Big Brother Draconian Changes Taking Place
Worldwide, Against Further Vote Rigging, Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin
American, Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell Solders
imbedded in America, Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim Invasion of Europe,
America and Canada, The eradication of CERN and all 30,000 particle colliders
worldwide & the D-Wave Quantum Computers, The eradication and exposure of
all Pedovore, Pedo-predator & all Child Sex trafficking networks worldwide, LGBT
movement and the normalization of pedophilia and the sexualization of the
children to be stopped, For the protection of all infants, children, teenager and
adults caught in these Luciferian/Satanic networks, For the eradication of all adult

and child pornography, bestiality pornography and snuff film sources and
businesses, For the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade, The eradication of
all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood worldwide & the stripping of all the
powers of witchcraft from the owners and employees of these sick ‘for profit’
businesses, the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail programs & Nexrad
Doppler Ultrasound weather manipulation and NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators
used to create tsunamis and storm surge plus all DEW’s (Directed Energy
Weapons) causing the fires worldwide, the eradication worldwide of all planned
deep state & Muslim false flag events, , the Chateaux Des Armouis AKA the:
“Mothers of Darkness Castle” & “A Thousand Points of Light”. A short list of the
institutions which are now run by Satanists who despise God and Christ:
--The Democrat party and ALL Democrats running for president--Hollywood,
Netflix, Amazon Prime and all of the dominant streaming content producers--The
pop culture music industry--Amazon, Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
YouTube and all the tech giants--Modern medicine, which feeds on baby parts
while pushing vaccines that contain aborted human fetal tissue (turning every
vaccine into a cannibalism blood ritual)--The Vatican and the Pope, who is a
direct servant of Satan--Every level of government, from local city councils to the
federal deep state in Washington D.C.--The children’s books industry, including
the Harry Potter series--The global banking cartels, which are all owned and run
by pedophiles and child blood harvesters--Universities and public schools.
Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me.
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth
violence his soul hateth.
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners.
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word:
“Communications”: companionship, communion
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Alternative--WHITE HOUSE INSIDER: Trump's Iran War Will Be Started By A False
Flag 'Predictive Programming'
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David Elias Goldberg 3 weeks ago
Full article here with more details:
https://israeltodaynews.blogspot.com/2019/04/iran-war-planned-by-trump2019.html

fafar gol 3 weeks ago
USA invaded over 70 countries by invading, bombing, had government
overthrown or attempts to overthrow government, economical assassinations
and had cover ops and that is only since 1945 WW2 till today. USA killed over 55
million people since 1945 till today. 1840 -invasion of Fiji 1841 -genocide on the
island of Upolu (Drummond) 1843 -invasion of China 1846-1848 -war with Mexico
1846 -aggression against the New Granada (Colombia) 1849 -shelling of
Indochina 1852 -invasion of Argentina 1853-1856 -invasion of China 1853 invasion of Argentina and Nicaragua 1854 -the destruction of the Nicaraguan city
of San Juan del Norte 1854 -an attempt to capture the Hawaiian Islands 1855 invasion and coup in Nicaragua 1855 -invasion of Fiji and Uruguay 1856 -invasion
of Panama 1858 -intervention in Fiji, genocide 1858 -invasion of Uruguay 1859 attack on the Japanese fort of Taku 1859 -invasion of Angola 1860 -invasion of
Panama 1863 -punitive expedition to Shimonoseki (Japan) 1864 -military
expedition to Japan 1865 -invasion of Paraguay, genocide, 85% of the population
destroyed 1865 -intervention of Panama, coup d'état 1866 -an attack on Mexico
1866 -punitive expedition to China 1867 -attack on the Midway Islands 1868 repeated invasion of Japan 1868 -invasion of Uruguay and Colombia 1874 -the
entry of troops into China and Hawaii 1876 -invasion of Mexico 1878 -attack on
Samoa 1882 -the entry of troops into Egypt 1888 -an attack on Korea 1889 punitive expedition to Hawaii 1890 -the introduction of troops in Haiti 1890 -the
introduction of troops into Argentina 1891 -intervention in Chile 1891 -punitive
expedition to Haiti 1893 -the introduction of troops into Hawaii, the invasion of
China 1894 -intervention in Nicaragua 1894-1896 -invasion of Korea 1894-1895 the war in China 1895 -invasion of Panama 1896 -the invasion of Nicaragua 1898 the capture of the Philippines, genocide (600,000 Filipinos) 1898 -invasion of the
port of San Juan del Sur (Nicaragua) 1898 -the capture of the Hawaiian Islands
1899-1901 -war with the Philippines 1899 -invasion of the Nicaraguan port of
Bluefields 1901 -the entry of troops into Colombia 1902 -invasion of Panama 1903
-the entry of troops into Honduras, the Dominican Republic, Syria 1904 -the entry
of troops into Korea, Morocco 1904-1905 -intervention in the Russo-Japanese
War 1905 -intervention in the revolution in Honduras 1905 -the entry of troops to

Mexico 1905 -the entry of troops into Korea 1906 -invasion of the Philippines
1906-1909 -invasion of Cuba 1907 -operations in Nicaragua 1907 -intervention in
the revolution in the Dominican Republic 1907 -participation in the war of
Honduras with Nicaragua 1908 -invasion of Panama 1910 -invasion of Bluefields
and Corintho (Nicaragua) 1911 -intervention in Honduras 1911 -genocide in the
Philippines 1911 -the introduction of troops into China 1912 -the capture of
Havana (Cuba) 1912 -intervention in Panama during the elections 1912 -invasion
of Honduras 1912-1933 -the occupation of Nicaragua 1914 -intervention in the
Dominican Republic 1914-1918 -a series of incursions into Mexico 1914-1934 -the
occupation of Haiti 1916-1924 -occupation of the Dominican Republic 1917-1933 the occupation of Cuba 1918-1922 -occupation of the Russian Far East 1918-1920
-the introduction of troops into Panama 1919 -landing of troops in Costa Rica
1919 -war against the Serbs in Dolmatia on the side of Italy 1919 -intervention in
Honduras during the elections 1920 -intervention in Guatemala 1922 -intervention
in Turkey 1922-1927 -intervention in China 1924-1925 -invasion of Honduras 1925
-military operations in Panama 1926 -the invasion of Nicaragua 1927-1934 -the
occupation of China 1932 -the invasion of El Salvador 1936 -intervention in Spain
1937 -won with Japan 1937 -intervention in Nicaragua, state coup 1939 -the
introduction of troops in China 1941-1945 -the genocide of the civilian population
of Germany (Dresden, Hamburg) 1945 -nuclear attack on Japan 1945-1991 sabotage activity against the USSR. (Invasion of the airspace - more than 5000,
parachute assaults – 1940, direct diversions, the total budget - 13 trillion dollars)
1946 -punitive operations in Yugoslavia 1946-1949 -the bombing of China 19471948 -Reconciliation of Vietnam, genocide 1947-1949 -military operations in
Greece 1948-1953 -military operations in the Philippines 1948 -military coup in
Peru 1948 -military coup in Nicaragua 1948 -military coup in Costa Rica 1949-1953
-attempts to overthrow the government in Albania 1950 -punitive operations in
Puerto Rico 1950-1953 -intervention in Korea 1951 -military assistance to Chinese
rebels 1953-1964 -security operations in British Guyana 1953 -the overthrow of
Mossadegh, who received 99.9% of the vote in the referendum 1953 -Forcible
deportation of the Inuit (Greenland) 1953 -Iran 1954 -Overthrow of the government
in Guatemala 1956 -the beginning of military assistance to Tibetan insurgents in
the fight against China 1957-1958 -an attempt to overthrow the government in
Indonesia 1957-1973 -Laos 1958 -occupation of Lebanon 1958 -bombing of
Indonesia 1959 -entry of troops into Laos 1959 -punitive operations in Haiti 1960 military operations in Ecuador 1960 -invasion of Guatemala 1960 -Support for a
military coup in El Salvador 1960-1965 -interference in the internal affairs of the
Congo. Support Mobutu 1961-1964 -military coup in Brazil 1961 -terrorist war
against Cuba using bacteriological weapons 1961 -The Bay of Pigs 1962 -punitive
operations in Guatemala 1963-1966 -coup d'état and punitive operations in the
Dominican Republic 1964 -punitive operation in Panama 1964 -support for the
coup in Brazil 1964 –Assasination of JFK by CIA, coup d etat in USA total control
of USA by deep state 1964-1974 -interference in the internal affairs of Greece 1965
-a coup d'état in Indonesia, genocide 1965-1973 -aggression against Vietnam 1966
-intervention in Guatemala 1967 -Support for the coup and subsequent fascist
regime in Greece 1968 -hunting for Che Guevara in Bolivia 1971-1973 -the

bombing of Laos 1971 -American military assistance in the coup in Bolivia 1972 the entry of troops into Nicaragua 1973 -coup in Chilly 1973 -terror in Uruguay
1974 -Support for the regime of Moboth in Zaire 1974 -preparation of aggression
in Portugal 1974 -attempted coup in Cyprus 1975 -the occupation of Western
Sahara, the introduction of troops in Morocco 1975 -interference in the internal
affairs of Australia 1975 -an attack on Cambodia 1975-1989 -Support for the
genocide in East Timor 1976 -Argentina 1978 -military assistance to the dictator,
financing of the genocide 1979 -Support for the cannibal Bocas 1979 -military
assistance to the rebels of Yemen 1980-1992 -military presence in El Salvador,
special operations, genocide 1980-1990 -military assistance to Iraq. A million
dead in ten years 1980 -support and funding of the Khmer Rouge 1980 -operation
"Gladio" in Italy, 86 victims 1980 -punitive operation in South Korea 1980 –Angola
1980-81 -Poland 1981 -attempted coup in Zambia 1981 -military pressure on Libya,
downed two Libyan aircraft 1981-1990 -Contra support, terrorism, genocide 1982 interference in the internal affairs of Surinam 1982-1983 -attack on Lebanon 1982 Support for the genocide in Guatemal 1983 -intervention in Grenada 1983 interference in the internal affairs of Angola 1984 -two Iranian planes were shot
down 1984 -mining of the bays of Nicaragua 1985 -financing of the genocide in
Chad 1986 -an attack on Libya 1986-1987 -attack on an Iranian ship in
international waters, the destruction of the Iranian oil platform 1986 -financing
and military support of social terror, seizure of natural resources 1987-1988 participation in the Iraq war against Iran, the use of chemical weapons 1988 financing of terror and genocide in Turkey 1988 -the explosion of a passenger
plane "Pan American" over Scotland. The wine was recognized in 2003 1988 invasion of Honduras 1988 -the destruction of the Iranian passenger aircraft 1989
-intervention in Panama 1989 -two Libyan planes were shot down 1989 -bombing
in the Philippines 1989 -punitive operation on the Virgin Islands 1990 -genocide in
Guatemala 1990 -Iraq's naval blockade 1990 -financing of the Bulgarian
opposition ($ 1.5 million) 1991 -aggression against Iraq 1991 -the bombing of
Kuwait 1992-1994 -the occupation of Somalia 1992 -genocide and terror in the
capture of the natural resources of Angola (destroyed 650,000 people 1993-1995 the bombing of Bosnia 1994-1996 -terror against Iraq 1994 -genocide in Rwanda
(about 800,000 people) 1995 -bombing of Serbia 1998 -the destruction of a
missile strike by a pharmaceutical plant in Sudan 1998 -the bombing of Iraq 1999 aggression against Yugoslavia 1999 –CIA supports Chechen terrorist 2001 invasion of Afghanistan. 2001 – 9\11 inside job by CIA and Mossad to have an
excuse for invastion of Middle East. 2002 -the entry of troops into the
Philippines. 2002 –Attempt of coup d etat in Venezuela failed by USA 2002Invasion of Iraq 2003 -actions in Liberia 2003 -clashes with Syrian border guards
2004 -the entry of troops into Haiti 2004 -Attempted coup in Equatorial Guinea
2006-2007 –Somalia 2008 -the invasion of Pakistan. 2008 -war in South Ossetia
2011 –Present The war in Libya by USA 2011 –Present The war in Syria by USA
2014 –Present The War in Ukraine 2014 –Present War on Yemen with Saudis by
USA 2015 -Present– Sudan war by USA 2016 –Failed Coupt d etat in Turkey by
USA 2018 -Present–Venezuela Coup d Etat attempt by USA 2019 –Present –

Gabon Africa Failed coup d etat by USA 2019 – present -attempt of coup d etat in
Nicar
Insider Says Israel Poised to Stage False Flag Attack Against U.S. Targets to Start
War with Iran-- War Plan Includes Tactical Nukes
Posted on May 9, 2019 by State of the Nation
U.S. Military fighting yet another war to advance the Greater Israel project
The Millennium Report
If there is one cataclysmic train wreck happening in slow motion on the global
geopolitical chessboard, it’s the Neocon-instigated war being waged by the Trump
administration against Iran. The financial terrorism and economic sabotage already
inflicted on Iran by the U.S. have themselves been egregious acts of war.
Trump Administration Goes All Out to
Wreck Iranian Economy
Truly, it does not get any more serious
than this colossal foreign policy fiasco.
Once again, the apartheid state of Israel
has successfully hijacked the U.S. Military,
State Department and Intelligence
Community in order to wage war against
Iran.
It’s of paramount importance to
understand that this war-in-the-making is
the culmination of a covert plan to advance
the Greater Israel project. As follows:
General Wesley Clark: “The US will attack 7 countries in 5 years” (Video)
Only with this critical understanding will such a transparently illegal, reckless and
catastrophic war make any sense; catastrophic because such misguided
warmongering by the Neocons is guaranteed to trigger the hot phase of World
War III. Of course, the New World Order cabal is counting on exactly that
eventuality. See: The Only Remaining Option for the NWO Globalist Cabal is:
World War III
For the global crime syndicate known as the International Banking Cartel that runs the
perpetual war economy across the planet, they know that the end is very near for them.
The entire Global Economic & Financial System is teetering on the precipice of a total
and final collapse. Their only way out is war—a Third World War with which to
implement the last stage of the NWO agenda—the establishment of a totalitarian
One World Government.
Iran is the lynchpin in this insane scheme to plunge the world community of
nations into chaos out of which the NWO cabal will fabricate a draconian
communist order not too unlike the 20th century’s Soviet Union. This is precisely
why President Trump was ordered by his Neocon Zionist masters to form his
stone-cold war cabinet of Bolton, Pompeo, Pence, Haspel, Abrams and
Shanahan. Each warmonger was hand-picked by Israel to develop and implement
the war plans necessary to conquer Iran.
Here’s John Bolton Promising Regime Change in Iran by the End of 2018

Just how serious are the rapidly evolving events in the Mideast in the regions
surrounding Iran. See: U.S. Attempts to Provoke Iran via Aircraft Carrier Sailed Into
Iranian Waters
It has been quite clear ever since Trump first declared his candidacy in June of 2015
that war against Iran was the very centerpiece of his foreign policy. Every major foreign
policy decision has been made toward that end, including the intentionally failed military
coup against Venezuela. See: The Spontaneous “Military Coup” in Caracas was Meant
to Fail?
Now the whole world is seeing just how much premeditation and stealth have
gone into this ‘American war’ against Iran fought on behalf of Israel. The Neocon
Zionists have been planning this armed conflict for decades, and they know it
must not fail or else….
These warmongers know that there’s a tried and tested way to start any regional
war, especially one that needs to capture the full support of the American people.
They will attempt to conduct an extremely heinous and highly provocative false
flag terrorist attack on American assets somewhere in the world. If not that, the
Neocon perps will surreptitiously stage an all-out attack on the U.S. Navy in the
Mideast which will immediately be blamed on Iran.
The Israeli attack on the USS Liberty provides the best example of how Israel
might be used to stage this false flag operation. PM Netanyahu has already
proven to be an arch-enemy of the United States as demonstrated by his own
words HERE and he will do whatever it takes to trick the U.S citizenry into
supporting his odious wars.
(Benjamin Netanyahu was in a meeting at Finks bar in Jerusalem, a well-known
Mossad watering-hole. Here is what he said as taken directly from the transcript
of the recording, which was witnessed and which has been 100% fully
authenticated.)
(Source: MODERN STATE OF ISRAEL: Established as the Global Headquarters
for ‘the World’s Largest Organized Crime Syndicate’)
“If we get caught they will just replace us with persons of the same cloth. So it
doesn’t matter what you do. America is a Golden Calf and we will suck it dry,
chop it up, and sell it off piece by piece until there is nothing left but the World’s
biggest welfare state that we will create and control. Why? Because it’s God’s
will and America is big enough to take the hit so we can do it again, again and
again. This is what we do to countries that we hate. We destroy them very slowly
and make them suffer for refusing to be our slaves.” — PM Benjamin Netanyahu
The following links provide many secret and missing details to the true story
about Israel’s treacherous attack on the USS Liberty during the Six-Day War in
1967. Israel’s False Flag Attack on the USS Liberty Exposed and Explained
If ever there was a time for cooler heads to prevail in the Trump administration,
that time is surely now. Nothing less than the prevention of the hot phase of
World War III is at stake.
The Millennium Report
May 9, 2019

N.B. What follows is a previous post with an alarming article that documents Israel’s
direct involvement in this blatant attempt to false flag the American Republic into
another vicious war for Israel.
HUGE BETRAYAL: Team Trump Planning Major War Using Tactical Nukes
Against Iran for Fall 2019
TMR Editor’s Note: The following report represents Trump’s biggest betrayal yet of the
American people. He was voted into office to end the wars and not to start new ones.
The covert war plans being drawn up by the administration’s many Neocon warmongers
will inevitably trigger the hot phase of World War III. And Trump and his Neocon War
Cabinet don’t even care. All they want is to conquer Iran for the benefit of Israel.
Sadly, the POTUS now spends more time working on MIGA than he does with
MAGA.
The Millennium Report May 8, 2019
N.B. Some folks have suggested that the following article is satire. Not so, it was
actually written in order to convey deadly serious classified information that was secretly
obtained by a Trump administration insider who is privy to the insane Neocon war plan
delineated below.
Breaking Related:
Pentagon Builds Deterrent Force Against Possible Iranian Attack...
Assault ship, missiles to Mideast...
Patriot system deployed...
WHITE HOUSE INSIDER: War with Iran planned by Trump, to occur in the Fall of
2019--Tactical nukes and ground invasion planned for Iran, according to
whistleblower
APRIL 18, 2019 – ISRAEL TODAY NEWS STAFF
President Donald Trump and his inner circle are planning an extensive invasion
of Iran, according to a source working in the White House.
The plan involves a ground invasion and the use of tactical nuclear weapons, in a
campaign planned for the Fall of 2019. Iran will be “wiped off the map” according
to the source, and the war effort is expected to cost “two and half times the Iraq
War.”
The war will be promoted by the news media and Trump will go right along with it,
after an “expected False Flag pinned on Iran, probably something involving the
boats in the Strait of Hormuz.” The False Flag is a
n “integral part of the plan” as Iran has reportedly no desire or intent to start a
war, according to the whistleblower.

Trump Administration planning war with Iran
The war plans have the White House staff “in an excited tizzy” as war-hawks like
John Bolton put the “finishing touches” on the planned strike. President Trump
initially showed resistance to the plan, but has since jumped on board with
enthusiasm, convinced Iran is an “existential threat to Israel” and as such, a war
is required to “eliminate them.”
Further details have been revealed, including:
 100 tactical nukes will be used to eliminate the Iranian military.
 120,000 U.S. ground troops will be used in the invasion.
 France, the U.K., Canada, Saudi Arabia and Israel are expected to join a
“coalition” in support of the war.
 CIA assets and counter-intel efforts have been ramped-up over the past year in
preparation.
 A “False Flag” is being prepared to be used before the war with Iran.
 Propaganda is being prepped by White House and Israeli counterparts.
 Israel will support the effort and Benjamin Netanyahu was reportedly
“smiling ear to ear” during a recent meeting with John Bolton.
 There are concerns Trump’s “base” may resist or criticize the efforts, so
further propaganda efforts are being made to “shore up support” for the
war.
 Expected casualties range between 1.2 Million and 2 Million Iranians and
5,000 US troops.
Due to President Trump’s close relationship with Jared Kushner, a sense of
urgency has been placed on the war effort, which is being viewed as a fulfillment
of “Jewish prophecy” within White House circles. Many in the White House
believe Jared Kushner is the “Messiah” or Jewish “Moshiach” who cannot attain
his “throne” until Iran is wiped out.
The White House source is a high level official who has been right about many
other things in the past, and their identity has been verified.
The information in this article was provided to David Goldberg, a Jewish advocate
and fellow at the Jewish Center for Antisemitic Study, by a former White House
employee only known by the name of “Isabel”. Her story has been aired on Mr.

Goldberg’s YouTube channel, and she continues to provide valuable information
about what is going on in the Trump White House.
Efforts to block this information and shut down the social media accounts of Mr.
Goldberg continue to be an issue.
___
https://israeltodaynews.blogspot.com/2019/04/iran-war-planned-by-trump-2019.html
___
http://themillenniumreport.com/2019/05/huge-betrayal-team-trump-planning-major-waragainst-iran-for-fall-2019/
Intel Drop: Will an Israeli Sub Sink the Abraham Lincoln In a False Flag Event to
Get the US into War With Iran?
By Gordon Duff, Senior Editor -May 11, 2019
Our sources say that Israel is planning to drop a missile or torpedo onto the USS
Abraham Lincoln and blame Iran..
The US has tried twice before to staging sinkings of American ships supposedly by Iran
and was blocked, something re-classified and erased from news, “Google-ized” from the
internet.
We can show how Donald Trump, buoyed by Bob Barr, an Israeli-bought
congress and a blackmail game run against opposition leaders by Rudy (“the
Rat”) Guiliani, has legalized outright treason against the United States.
With congress cut out of all war powers, no “advise and consent” for a GOPcontrolled senate where nearly everyone is corrupt and an intelligence
community run by torturers and incompetents, the American people have been
openly told that US forces are being deployed for war based on rumors from
Israel.
This is the ultimate crime for an American leader – surrendering command of US
forces and knowingly allowing thousands of Americans to be murdered in order
to start another war that America will eventually walk away from, as with Vietnam,
Iraq, Afghanistan.
This is a complex story or a simple story. The US, and by “US” we mean those
pulling Trump’s strings.
They are now doing it again and Trump is totally onboard, buoyed by an Attorney
General that has told him that he is above the law.
Now, through the Federal Reserve, owned by Rothschild banks; they “protect”
Trump, help him hide his taxes, protect him from rape charges, hundreds of
cases of fraud and ever mounting treason.
We begin:
Donald Trump ordered 4 nuclear armed B52s and a carrier battlegroup to the
Straits of Hormuz (Iranian national waters) on what he knew to be totally
fake/non-existent intelligence.
We know this as a fact.
The driving force behind this was Benjamin Netanyahu.
What we know:
Israel has gotten ahold of a batch of “off the books” Norwegian-built missiles that the US
is looking at in order to deploy tactical nuclear weapons with the F35. The Konigsberg

NSM or Naval Strike Missile has been sold to a number of countries, but most of the
sales have been “off the books.”
Israel has 5 German-built Dolphin Submarines that are modified to carry missiles like
these, and larger variants of cruise missiles as well, such as the one that hit the
Pentagon on 9/11. Israel has deployed cruise type missiles from their submarines on
several occasions.
The NSM can’t be jammed, it maneuvers to avoid being shot down and is nearly
invisible to radar. These have shown up in Turkey for transfer to “al Nusra/al
Qaeda” to be used against the Russian airbase in Syria.
It will take a tactical nuclear warhead, a very small one like those Israel has
become so adept at building, to sink a supercarrier in the Strait of Hormuz.
This will open the door for a nuclear attack on Iran.
This is a nuclear war, one Trump has been personally paid for through loans and
deals which Jared Kushner is on the record for having penned already; and a war
made possible by a corrupt congress that has turned the US into a full and
complete dictatorship under foreign rule.
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2019/05/11/intel-drop-will-an-israeli-sub-sink-theabraham-lincoln/
Related: Video Rick Wiles: False Flag Danger Zone: Would Israel Dare to Sink
U.S.
Iran commander calls U.S. military in Gulf a target not a threat
by Reuters--Sunday, 12 May 2019
GENEVA, May 12 (Reuters) - A senior Iranian Revolutionary Guards commander
said on Sunday the U.S. military presence in the Gulf used to be a serious threat
but now represents a target, the Iranian Students' News Agency (ISNA) reported.
The U.S. military has sent forces, including an aircraft carrier and B-52 bombers,
to the Middle East in a move that U.S. officials said was made to counter "clear
indications" of threats from Iran to American forces in the region.
The USS Abraham Lincoln is replacing another carrier rotated out of the Gulf last
month.
"An aircraft carrier that has at least 40 to 50 planes on it and 6,000 forces
gathered within it was a serious threat for us in the past but now it is a target and
the threats have switched to opportunities," said Amirali Hajizadeh, head of the
Guards' aerospace division.
"If (the Americans) make a move, we will hit them in the head," he added, according
to ISNA.
Iranian navy commander Rear Admiral Khanzadi said on Sunday that American
forces must exit, according to ISNA. "The presence of the Americans in the
Persian Gulf region has reached its end and they must leave the region,".
Major General Hossein Salami, appointed head of the Guards last month, told
parliament on Sunday the United States had started a psychological war in the
region.
"Commander Salami, with attention to the situation in the region, presented an
analysis that the Americans have started a psychological war because the
comings and goings of their military is a normal matter,"

IRANIAN ARMY GENERAL GOES ON TV; REVEALS PLANS TO MISSILE STRIKE
U.S. BASES IN QATAR, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES AND AFGHANISTAN
10 May 2019

A leader in the Iranian Revolutionary
Guards publicly told Iranian TV viewers
on their evening news, that Iran is
preparing to hit US bases in Qatar, the
United Arab Emirates and Afghanistan.
He also pointed out that the base at AlDhafra is only 300 kilometers from Iran and said "our missiles will reach these
bases."
The map below shows the location of US military bases around Iran:
In the meantime, Iranian tanks, armored troop carriers and other heavy weapons
were video recorded on the roads in Abadan, Iran near the Kuwait and Iraq
borders. This video shows the Iranian military hardware moving toward the
Basrah Bridge. If those troops cross into Iraq via the Basrah Bridge, they could
physically attack the US base at Basrah within hours.
CONFLICTING REPORTS OF 7-10 OIL TANKER EXPLOSIONS IN U.A.E. - GOV'T
DENIES
For the past eight to ten hours,
NUMEROUS reports have been coming in
of several oil tanker explosions in the
port of Fujairah in the United Arab
Emirates (UAE). Local government
DENIES any incident at all, while other
sources say several tankers exploded
and burned; and that IRAN is suspected
in the incident.
The reports began coming in around 5:00
AM eastern US time and were quickly

DENIED by the government of Fujairah. HOWEVER, the International Airport at
Fujairah seems to have been suddenly closed and no air traffic is being permitted over
the port.
Seven to ten oil tankers in the port have caught fire and are completely burnt, the
Lebanon-based Al Mayadeennews channel quoted sources as saying.
A super tanker (9165762), the tanker Al-Maarij (9394741), another tanked named AMI
JAL (91477674), and the Khamsa 10 tanker (94320704) are among the tankers
damaged in the explosions, the TV channel reported.
The PHOTO Image above is even disputed, with no one in any official capacity
willing to confirm it is an image of a burning tanker in the UAE from today! It's as
though some type of lid has been slammed shut on this . . . someone apparently
does NOT want this info to get out.
Initially, the Russia news service Sputnik reported the incident, but hastily
DELETED the report from their web site.
It's this simple: The United Arab Emirates is a U.S. ally. If Iran or its proxies
bombed seven to ten tankers in a UAE port, then war with Iran is upon us.
The UAE, however, does significant amounts of trade with Iran - the bulk of which
is FOOD. It may be that the UAE wants to hush this up because they don't want
to be the reason for the US to go to war with Iran.
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/conflictingreports-of-oil-tanker-explosions-in-u-a-e-gov-t-denies
+2+ Pentagon Tasked to begin Planning for MASSIVE Persian Gulf Troops
Saturday, 11 May 2019 at 2:15 PM The Pentagon has been tasked with formalizing plans
to deploy ". . . over 100,000 U.S. Troops" to the area of the Persian Gulf.

The last time the United States made such a deployment was shortly before
Operation Desert Storm in Iraq, during 1991.
This is a dramatic and dangerous development in world affairs.
WORSE . . .
For the past seven days, Russia has been moving their long range strategic
bombers to the far east of Russia, and moreover, has quadrupled the size of its
supply chain to arm, maintain, repair and launch those planes.
For the past 72 hours, Russia strategic bombers have repeatedly held exercises
simulating attack runs against US bases in Alaska, presumably with the intent to
be able to have their bombers penetrate the North American Air Defense Zone
and hit targets inside the continental United States.
It is NOT KNOWN if Russia will move to defend Iran in the event the US or Israel
chooses to attack.
Early in the week, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov ALLEGEDLY
commented to US Secretary of State Michael Pompeo that "Russia is ready for
Armageddon, are you?"
Lavrov was not kidding.
For decades, Russia (and its predecessor, the Soviet Union) spent considerable
time and resources building massive bomb shelters for the bulk of the Russian
population.

Just last year, Russia began upgrading ALL of those shelters with better electric,
lighting, ventilation, water and sewer systems and vast (really vast) quantities of
shelf-stable food supplies.
Russia also carried out a full scale nuclear attack drill FOR THE CIVILIAN
POPULATION, which saw upwards of forty million (40,000,000) Russian citizens
participate in getting to their nearest shelter, and learning what to do once there.
That drill took place openly, and was completely ignored by US and other western
media outlets for fear that Americans might start asking "What shelters and plans
do WE have for nuclear war?" The answer that authorities would be forced to
give is "None."
US: No Civil Defense -- at all
The United States no longer has any Civil Defense system or program. It no
longer has or maintains __any__ fallout shelters __anywhere__ for the civilian
population.
The US has ZERO food stored for any such emergency and has no money to even
re-commence the program, because the US Congress is too busy waging wars
around the globe, and buying Minority Votes with free money handouts through
government programs, to get re-elected. As such, there are presently NO BOMB
SHELTERS, NO EMERGENCY FOOD, NO EMERGENCY WATER and no plans
whatsoever to supply any of it in the event of actual nuclear war.
This is one reason that many Americans began making their own "Preps" to do
for themselves what government is unable and unwilling to do. Many Americans
are making sure they have 30-60 days of Emergency food and water. They are
storing up medicines they may need. They are buying filter masks, goggles and
even Tyvek suits to protect themselves in the event of nuclear, biological or
chemical attacks.
The mass media generally avoids covering such things, except to mock them.
The people with MONEY, however, are not being mocked. They have been
spending literally MILLIONS to make preparations for themselves and their loved
ones to have shelter, food, water, medicine and guards to protect them from the
starving masses.
Here is a small list of Suggested "PREPS" for you and your family, in case you
finally realize that the US government is heading into the destruction of our
nation, and those who prepare will be the only one's with even a slight chance of
survival.
Guy Aul · 8 hours ago
http://www.deagel.com/country/United-States-of-America_c0001.aspx
Take a look at the population of the united States...hmmm.
Michele Schauer · 15 hours ago
Let's face it,...We have all ready been looted. The only way the criminals can make
off with the cash is to have the grid go down, get rid of many of the victims and
blame someone else. This is the perfect cover for the crimes that have already
taken place but nobody is talking about. The printing press is warming up again,
our economic plan. There is nobody stopping the extreme weather and earth
moving weapons. Illegal immigration is still on the move. Don't be distracted by
the drama behind the scenes. War is being planned and has been for some time.

Reginald Fischer · 21 hours ago
If 100,000 troops are sent to the Mid East, you know where they won’t be? They
won’t be on our own soil protecting our own citizens.
Gregg Walker · 1 days ago
That is a lot of troops to be out of the country. If they get stranded over there and
we are attacked, we’re done.
Add to that the fact we have ZERO civil Defense. Of course that proves the point
that the elites want us destroyed.
Many superpower nation would be foolish not to prepare their people like Russia
has.
Well. We had a good run. If it wasn’t for (Jesus) none of us would have a prayer.
Mark · 1 days ago
The Chinese and Russian nuclear attack on America is not a matter of if but
when. It is scriptural and has been known/foreseen by God since the foundations.
Do not blame WW3 on Trump. The fault lays at the feet of a nation of sinners who
refuse to repent and keep God's commandments. The most important prep at this
point is to get on your knees and start repenting. And do it daily. It could come at
anytime.
*Strike Coming?*Sleepers In Place?*The Hit List*Massive Firepower En Route*
Play to 6:28: https://youtu.be/JAhunsyM3rs?t=23
Muslim Sleeper Cells--THEY ARE ALL AROUND US...
Play to 4:05: https://youtu.be/zEJ73Rh4zFs?t=41
Why A War Against Iran May Bring Bloody Terror All Across America: Iranian
Sleeper Cells Are Already Here, Some Embedded For Decades, Poised To Launch
Large-Scale Terror Attacks - Experts Warned Iran May Also Use Latin American
Countries As 'Launching Pad' To Attack America
With tensions between the US and Iran now heating up big time as the Pentagon
sends an assault ship and Patriot missiles to the Middle East following reports of
a potential Iranian threat to US or partner ships in the region, we must take a look
back to this April of 2018 story by Adam Credo over at the Washington Free
Beacon within which he reported Iranian-backed sleeper cells have long been
operating all across America, and mostly unfettered.
As they had reported back then, "experts agreed these 'sleeper cells' are poised
to launch a large-scale attack on the American homeland" according to testimony
given to Congress. And as we had reported on ANP back in July of 2018, some of
those 'sleeper agents' may have been in America for up to 20 years or more,
simply blending into society.
As the website Al Arabiya had reported back in August of 2018, the experts who
briefed Congress had warned that Iran could launch terrorist attacks targeting
American interests at any moment, either through its cells or through its arm,
Lebanon’s Hezbollah, which is active in Latin American countries.
The following excerpt from their story also warns of Iran using Latin American
countries as an advanced launching pad to attack America.

In Latin America, Hezbollah cells are openly active, which also means that Iran
may take Latin America as an advanced launching pad for attacks on US territory
or on Washington’s interests (in the region when it wants), especially after threats
by Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah to target the United States.
Intelligence officials and former White House officials have warned Congress that
Iran could be planning to launch attacks against the United States. “The answer
is absolutely. We do face a threat,” said Emanuele Ottolenghi, a senior fellow at
the Foundation for Defense of Democracies
“Their networks are present in the United States.”
“Iran’s proxy terror networks in Latin America are run by Tehran’s wholly owned
Lebanese franchise Hezbollah,” he said.
“Their presence in Latin America must be viewed as a forward operating base
against America’s interest in the region and the homeland itself.” Ottolenghi said
the sleeper agents enter America by posing as immigrants who develop
legitimate businesses that are a front for their other activities.
And since there really are teams, cells of terror Hezbollah terrorists, already here
and prepared to attack America, how do we weed them out before they are able to
attack 'American interests'? Unfortunately we remember that while Barack Obama
was president, the FBI under Robert Mueller actually purged FBI training material
of the mention of Islamic terrorism with Congressman Louie Gohmert claiming
Mueller had 'compromised national security' by doing so and as we all remember,
our public servants at the FBI and DOJ then focused upon 'dangerous Christians,
Conservatives and patriotic Americans' instead.
U.S. Intelligence Officials Iranian Sleeper Cells Ready
To Attack 2019!
Play:
https://youtu.be/Xy5hpFAE0
gU
FBI uncovers radical Islamic
compound in Alabama
Play:
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=v22g0LQwUnM
Muslims Patrolling Streets of NYC in Their Own Squad Cards: Residents Alarmed
-There are now approximately 800,000 Muslims living in NYC. That is about 22%
of the total population
of Muslims in all of
America which is
about 3.7 million
There are now
approximately
800,000 Muslims

living in NYC. That is about 22% of the total population of Muslims in all of
America which is about 3.7 million. Pew Research guesstimates that the
population of Muslims is increasing by 100,000 each year in America. If you do
the math, it is alarming.
While American women are fighting for their right to kill their unborn children
right up to the day of delivery; Muslims DO NOT abort their children. Also, Muslim
men are permitted to have more than one wife. So, add that to the math to truly
get a picture of the changing demographics in America.
Now, the NYC Muslims have formed their own patrol units. Although the NYPD
claims that these Muslims are not sanctioned in NYC, they are allowed to patrol
the streets, and these vehicles look extremely official.
Massive Fifth Column Forces Have Infiltrated The United States and Are Ready to
Attack
Submitted by Dave Hodges on Friday, May 10, 2019
This article is filled with questions that emanate from a developing narrative in which it is
apparent that there is nothing about the US government that can be trusted and there
are indeed people who intend to do us harm if we stand in the way of an extreme leftist
take over. This article explores this by asking several critical questions.
Lessons to be Learned From History
In December of 1944, the Germans attacked America across a 50 mile front in a
campaign that became known as the Battle of the Bulge.
Before the attack commenced, the German high command recruited German
soldiers who had lived in America and spoke perfect English and knew the
culture. These Germans wore American uniforms and became the vanguard of a
5th column attack force. Many were disguised at military police and they were
tasked with changing road signs, cutting communications and assassinating
American officers when possible. The force was devastatingly effective as their
efforts threw the American forces into complete chaos when the attack came.
Present enemies of the people of the United States have adopted the same
strategy only on a much bigger scale. Later in this article, these connections will
be firmly made.
Over the past year, I have repeatedly
called upon President Trump and the
DOJ to take action for illegal censorship
of conservative opinion. Now, the very
part of the media that is largely
responsible for Trump's election, has
been forsaken by him. Now there is solid
evidence that inside America are residing
fifth column forces with enormous
strength. It is a clear and present danger
to the American people. Again, Trump is
silent on this issue as well. Consider this,
the loss of the First Amendment, leads to
the loss of the Second Amendment,

because nobody is allowed to speak out against this tyranny. And when the fifth
column attacks come, most likely we will have gun confiscation first (or in
conjunction with this takeover).
On July 4, 2016, Former and disgraced FBI Director, James Comey told the
American people that there were ISIS cells in every single state.
And this is on the heels of Paul Martin's revelation that we have 8,000 Spetsnaz troops
inside America.
Now, take a look at the article cover photo and realize that this is not an isolated
incident as paramilitary troops entering American tried to disguise themselves as
US Marines. Last week, ICE apprehended several illegals that were carrying
Phoenix police uniforms. The Battle of Bulge is here only we are going to call it a
TET offensive.
The TET Offensive
Readers may recall that in 1968, after the LBJ administration was repeatedly
telling the American people that we were winning the Vietnam War, until the Viet
Cong attacked every single capital, in every single South Vietnamese province.
Even the US embassy in Saigon was momentarily captured. This was the turning
point of the Vietnam War. My sources have compared what’s coming to the TET
offensive. According to these deep-cover sources, as well as on-the-record
sources, gun-free zones will be targeted (e.g. athletic events, concerts, schools,
malls and university campuses). The Vegas Massacre was merely a beta test for
what is coming. DHS knows it and the FBI knows it, and now you know it. Of
course this will lead to the imposition of martial law practices without a formal
declaration of martial law. These policies will include gun confiscation, the
execution of gun owners who do not surrender their guns following an executive
decree. The policies also call for the enforcement of sanctions against people
who are on various lists. No, not the No-Fly lists, but for people who are on the
Red and the Blue Lists.
Conclusion
It is the belief of many that we will witness a TET offensive on a grand scale prior
to a Red Dawn invasion. World War III will follow. Never give up your guns
because it is looking like you are going to need them.
https://thecommonsenseshow.com/activism-immigration-martial-law/massivefifth-column-forces-have-infiltrated-united-states-and-are-ready-attack
Related: Rick Wiles Insight & Insider Intel! | US Deploys More Warships, Bombers
to MiddleEast |
Friday, May 10, 2019 14:05
5-10-19--In this segment from the April 24th
TRUNEWS broadcast, Rick Wiles calls the
world to repentance through Jesus Christ,
and shares his visions of judgement
coming to America, and discusses how
#Russia and #China’s development of a
New Eastern World Order and futurist
#armageddon #weapons are driving the

Western elite to threaten #nuclearWar as a means of keeping the empire alive. A
true MUST see & share! —
PLUS: The US is deploying additional warships and bombers to the Middle East
in what the White House is calling “a clear and unmistakable message” to Iran.
The USS Abraham Lincoln and support ships have been dispatched. US National
Security Advisor John Bolton says it is in response to troubling developments in
the region. It’s the latest US effort aimed at increasing pressure on Iran. —
To listen go to: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQA_1cVGAWY
East Coast Power Plants Prepare For Huge Event!
Play to 8:30: https://youtu.be/UKrnCPcR7vc?t=23
+3+ WHAT A NATIONAL GAURDSMAN SAID WILL SEND CHILLS...
Play to 6:41: https://youtu.be/vDO7hiYetfU?t=22
The Kushner Immigration Plan…Betraying America, Again
Play to 8:38: https://youtu.be/882a_e7wdZQ
Over 1% Of Guatemala, Honduras Have Crossed US Border In Last Eight Months:
DHS…”over 4 million Guatemalans who intend to migrate to the United States”
Illegal Immigration at 9X the Rate of 2017, Projected to Outpace Obama…”about
863,000 border apprehensions are expected for Fiscal Year 2019.”
Migrants Apprehended At Southern Border Top 100,000 For Second Consecutive
Month
DHS Releases 7.4K Illegal Aliens into U.S. in Six Days; 1.2K Released Every Day
Exclusive–Kris Kobach: U.S. a ‘Sinking Ship’ with Mass Immigration Crisis
ANOTHER record month for illegals...
Border Patrol Agents Contracting Illness...
Only 13% of Migrant Families Attending Deportation Hearings
Ted & Austin Radio Show Highlights for May 7, 2019
Show Highlights:
 Immigration has exploded! Trump does nothing! Sends troops to help
migrants assimilate.
 Nero fiddles while Rome burns.
 Mini sermon, must hear information on who we are as Christians. How the
transgender movement is demonic. This is a green show!
 Oregon goes full draconian on vaccines.
 We must stand against evil! We are not born of a spirit of fear.
 Detailed rant on Facebook and the mass programming of America.
Play from 3:56 to around 35:10:
http://mediaarchives.gsradio.net/Ted_Broer/050719.mp3
What IS Coming Is No Longer Coming, It Is Already Here
Dave Hodges on Sunday, May 12, 2019
What Intel Sources Are Saying: The Calm Before the Storm
Many of the intel sources that I speak with are completely baffled in that specific
intelligence is lacking and takes on the form as if something, or many things are

being held back. However, speculation from three sources suggests that what is
coming will be triggered by a large event and then there will be spinoff attacks
following the big one. I have asked the question, what event? I get three
responses:
1. The Indianapolis 500
2. The fireworks display on the mall in Washington DC.
3. A general grid down scenario early in summer and as early as Memorial Day
Weekend.
I would also add in the potential failure of the Oroville dam as I have previously
covered.
There is general feeling that something big is coming and it is coming soon. One
FBI agent likened the present climate to a tsunami drawing water out to the ocean
before the final calamity strikes. This person said that monitored chatter from
various terrorist/gang groups has become eerily quiet. It is the calm before the
storm.
A DHS source told me “we know where the domestic training camps are, we know
where the child-sex trafficking facilities are, we know their distribution points for
drugs and we know where their tunnels are along with a myriad of other
characteristics. We could go get them now, but we are being prevented from
doing anything proactive”. There is a general feeling that their agents and the
public as a whole, are being sold out. America is being set up for failure.
A long-time DEA source told me essentially the same thing. We know what the enemy
is about. We know that domestic organized crime activities involving the cartels
have overlapped with known terrorist groups and we are not allow to pursue. I
was told, “You have written about such places as Humboldt County and we are
not allowed to breach this vast organized crime structure”. It is proliferating and
we have solid intel that much of the profits are being used to obtain massive
amounts of weapons inside the United States and I am certain that your recent
article on this topic was motivated, in part, by this kind of revelation from me to
you. Drug shipments go unabated around the country and we are not allowed to
intervene without express permission and that permission is increasingly being
withheld. We have a nest of subversives in the country and their power and
subsequent danger is immense. It is impossible to believe that these forces are
not getting help from the highest levels of government. ”
Back in 2016, I documented how Paul Preston, the leader of the New California
movement, had specific intel from an embedded source that was at the CALEXIT
operational meetings, learn that large numbers of white people would be murdered if
CALEXIT was not successful. This mass murder would push America towards letting go
of California if CALEXIT was not successful. CALEXIT was designed to crush America's
economy and damage the food supply as exiting the country as a protectorate of the
UN. The mass murdering of white people would be a means to that end.
The collapsing of the Oroville Dam would accomplish the same as a million people
could die, much of the retail in this country would be compromised as well as the food
supply would be greatly impacted. .

https://thecommonsenseshow.com/activism-agenda-21-conspiracy/what-coming-nolonger-coming-it-already-here
Democrats Running The White House: Kushner & Morgan Immigration Masters
For Global Release | May 6, 2019
Share this press release & pic at (ALIPAC HERE) .. (FACEBOOK HERE) .. (TWITTER
HERE) .. (GAB HERE)
After ALIPAC's release of Trump's Top 10 Broken promises on immigration issues
caused an uproar in the cyber-sphere and in talk radio markets last week; news
that Trump is appointing Obama's border chief Mark Morgan to head up
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) (while putting his Democrat son-inlaw Jared Kushner in charge of immigration reform Amnesty legislation expected
this week) is inspiring new outrage among Trump's grass roots supporters.
A picture has emerged of Trump's senior advisors Jared and Ivanka Kushner
posing with liberal Democrat US Senator Cory Booker, while on Monday April 29,
2019, the International Business Times cited data compiled by
PoliticalMoneyLine.com reporting that Kushner and other affiliated donors
"delivered more than $41,000 to Booker's Senate campaign in 2013."
Related--Breaking: Cory Booker’s Dangerous Gun-Control Plan
Democrat Booker Agrees Americans Should Be Jailed If They Refuse To Give Up
Guns
Trump's appointment of Mark
Morgan to head up ICE is creating
shock and awe among Trump's base
supporters because of statements
like this from the National Border
Patrol Council in 2016, "Chief
Morgan is a disgrace to the
Border Patrol (who) does not have
the will to secure the border."
The union, which represents over
16,000 border patrol agents,
blasted Morgan for testimony in
late 2016 to a Senate committee, in which he embraced the idea of
'comprehensive immigration reform.'
"This is directly contrary to the voice and will of the vast majority of the
Republicans elected to Congress," the union wrote about Morgan. "It is also directly
contrary to President-elect Trump’s comments while on the campaign trail."
ALIPAC believes that Democrats like Jared Kushner and Mark Morgan should not
be in charge of America's borders, immigration policies, and new legislation, and
that Trump's appointment of these men betrays all of his Make America Great
Again campaign promises.
"Each week, more disappointing news emerges about Trump's actions that prove he
lied to us all about his plans and positions on immigration," said William Gheen,
President of ALIPAC.
ALIPAC's renowned activists, who have helped stop Amnesty legislation in DC ten

times since 2004, are now calling GOP Senators to tell them to rebuke Kushner's
immigration reform Amnesty attempts due to his affiliations and financial support for
Senator Booker and other Democrats.
"Tell Senator ______ I called to ask him to REJECT Democrat Jared Kushner's and
Trump's immigration reform AMNESTY plans because Kushner has donated large sums
of money to liberal Senator Cory Booker and that connection will splash mud on any
Republican in the US Senate who works with Kushner on immigration issues in
2019!"
GOP Senator Contact Info
https://www.senate.gov/general/contact_information/senators_cfm.cfm
For more information about immigration reform Amnesty, Jared Kushner, Senator Cory
Booker, President Trump, and other immigration issues please visit www.ALIPAC.us.
ALIPAC.us Supporter Survey
Q: How do you feel about President Trump's decision to hire Obama's Amnesty
supporting Border Chief Mark Morgan to run our US Immigration & Customs
Enforcement (ICE)? (Details Here)
Call White House & Senate GOP to Complain
Our initial online poll results are coming showing that more than 90% of you on our email alerts disapprove of Trump hiring Obama's pro-Amnesty border chief Mark Morgan
and 78% disapproval on Facebook (HERE) and 80% disapproval on Twitter (HERE).
There is plenty of time left to vote so; please reply with your vote when you can.
Unfortunately, at this time neither Breitbart News nor World Net Daily are carrying this
story. They are also refusing to tell their readers about our disapproval and the wide
disapproval in Trump's base of Democrats Jared Kushner and Mark Morgan running the
show in the Trump administration on immigration issues. Please visit their sites and
make comments about your feelings on this beneath existing articles. Perhaps if enough
commentators raise the pressure things may improve.
We need a large wave of volunteer calls expressing our disappointment with Trump
hiring pro-Amnesty Democrats Mark Morgan and Jared Kushner to....
The White House at: 202-456-1414 & 202-456-1111
GOP Senate Republicans at:
https://www.senate.gov/general/conta...nators_cfm.cfm
Sample Message "I'm calling to tell President/Senator ___________________ that I am
disappointed/outraged that the Trump administration has hired Democrats Mark Morgan
and Jared Kushner to handle immigration enforcement and legislation when both men
support Amnesty for illegal aliens. This sends the wrong message to illegal immigrants
and the world at a time when illegal immigration is now worse than every under Trump!
We want Mark Morgan and Jared Kushner out of Trump administration and no Amnesty
and open-borders for illegals."
Mr President – What Are You Waiting For? So far President Trump has done
NOTHING against this criminal action by Facebook, Twitter, Google and except
Tweet threats which do nothing! Google and Twitter laugh at Trump because he’s
all bark and no bite!
By Ray Gano

If you have not been paying attention, a number of conservative news sources
has been “de-platformed.”
So, from now on, these voices that were delivering news that we need to stay up
on, are now totally gone.
But that is not all. Anyone who is now sharing any of these de-platformed voices
could also be de-platformed.
When I post one of my articles and I push it out to Facebook and other social media, I
am reaching probably 40K people. This includes all the groups I post in, emails I send
out, alt news websites I post to, etc..
If I was to be “de-platformed” it would literally destroy my livelihood. No more support,
no more being a voice of truth, no more pushing out vital information.
I would instantly be gone.
This is what the left is doing. Killing those of us who have a voice. All they want is the
leftist ideology that is being pushed by the main stream media and their cohorts.
If you have been paying attention, the deep state trolls say “private companies can do
whatever they want” but this is NOT true!
This is something that I have been trying to point out for a while now. These huge
social medias are monopolies and cannot be allowed to discriminate just as
stores can’t discriminate on who they sell to!
These are also public means of open communication and by pulling the “Private
Company” card. They are shutting down critical voices.
Folks, this is direct tyranny and thwarting yours, mine and other’s ability to speak
what they truly believe.
NOW… So far President Trump has done NOTHING against this criminal action by
Facebook, Twitter, Google and others except Tweet threats which do nothing!
Google and Twitter laugh at Trump now because he’s been all bark and no bite!
They lie and laugh at Trump while they censor far more than under the Obama
demon.
I have been personally affected. We have seen 2/3 of our visitors gone. Support
for our work cut in half, emails constantly being “spammed” or blacklisted.
Censorship is 100 times worse than when Trump took office now!
But here is my grip. One of his last tweets says he is “monitoring” the situation!
What in the world…’Monitoring’?
The ‘powers that be’ are killing all of us who are effective voices.
Mr President, please take action! I am literally losing my voice and any financial
support that I have had all because the social media cabal is killing all of us.
Here is the critical thing that YOU have to understand. They are doing this to
those of us who have influence in social media.
Once they have done it to us and basically de-platformed all of us, they are going
to come after the common joe.

